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With a background in psychology, Christine Miles has 25+ years of experience training individuals and organizations
on how to build emotional intelligence to drive better business results. She is the founder and CEO of EQuipt, a
woman-owned training and consulting company and the developer of The Listening Path™, a game-changing
approach to transform how people listen, empathize, and understand that has been taught at Fortune 100
corporations, universities, law firms, and privately-held companies nationwide. She is also the author of What Is It
Costing You Not to Listen?, an award-winning guide book on transformational listening. 

A Proven System
The Listening Path™ provides teams with the tools to listen in a transformative
way. This framework uncovers the true needs of your clients and customers
(internal and external) so that you can understand both what is being said and
what is not being said, allowing you to align your offerings to both. By
detecting the unstated needs of others, transformative listening forever pivots
the conversation by allowing individuals and teams to lead, sell, and negotiate
more successfully.

Benefits of transformational listening:

Sample Keynotes

What Is It Costing You Not to
Listen? How Listening Affects Your
Bottom Line

Follow The Listening Path™:
Transform How You Listen

“Sell” is NOT a Dirty Word: Crafting
Your Purpose & Passion Story to
Promote Yourself

Christine delivers customized,
inspirational, and informative
speeches at meetings and
conferences that renew your
audience or colleagues’ sense of
passion and purpose. Topics
include:
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WATCH SPEAKER REEL

Strengthen customer relationships

Improve in-person and virtual
communication

Reduce costs and shorten sales cycles

Gain trust

Increase collaboration

Testimonials

“Christine allowed the ‘tough-
shelled’ IT leaders to branch out
and connect with each other at the
event in a completely different
way. In my 15 years of working in
events, I never saw what she was
able to accomplish.”

“Christine was a candid and
effective speaker. Our group of HR
professionals valued her message
on the importance of listening,
and her delivery via storytelling
made her session an engaging
and interactive experience.”

Nina Di Francisco 
Premier Connects

Tanisha Campbell  
HRO Today

Fuel productivity

Optimize client solutions

Develop a culture of empathy

Promote psychological safety

Accelerate problem solving

Enhance prospecting and sales efforts
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